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Who are our users 
User generated content (UGC) is related to level of online 
activity of language communities.

Early Adopters: Large languages with large active online 
communities generating lots of content e.g. Latin languages 
(English, German, Dutch, French)

Next Generation: Large languages with small online 
communities are generating very little content e.g. Indic 
languages, Right-to-left languages, CJK languages 

Long tail languages with tiny but passionate communities 
starting with little content e.g Native American Indigenous 
languages, Newari



Growing Content Contributions
Content has to grow at the same pace as rich delivery platforms

Access to content has to be free and pervasive

Virtuous cycle of contributions

Rich language tools and language assets for end users

The tablet is the platform

Let a thousand language web applications grow for 
contributing and consuming content

to Wikipedia and other websites



Challenges 
Accessible and open content

High quality content

Broken user experience for multilingual users

Inadequate language tools for Web and Mobile

Lack of reference data corpora

Growing contributor communities



What is Wikipedia doing
Language Selection

Universal Language Selector to set language preferences for display UI, fonts, input tools 

Smart language selector search handling multiple scripts

Web Fonts
High-quality web fonts for 63 languages with 81 variants

Input Tools
Easy-to-use 139 input methods for 64 languages

Onscreen keymaps

Internationalization
Javascript and PHP i18n support for grammar, plurals, gender

Content Translation
Content translation platform integrated in Wikipedia, side-by-side translation editor

Machine translation, Translation Memories, Dictionaries, Glossaries, Wikidata

Software UI and Message Localization
Translation platform, side-by-side proofreading editor with translation aids 

Crowdsourced web platform - translatewiki.net

Wikipedia Zero - Access for All



Where we are headed 

As Wikipedia turns 14, it has become the most significant 
open content platform of this century. 

Content Commons for the Web
Generate rich high-quality user content

Deliver first-class multilingual user experience
Engage new generation of users

Be mobile, be everywhere
Commoditize language software

Keep the Web Open and Free



Collaborate to make the Web Multilingual

Empower web and mobile platforms with language tools
Create and release high quality language fonts and typing tools

Collaborate with us to develop open tools, platforms and communities

Enable free access to content

Grow content communities
Build mobile web application developer ecosystem

Seed language applications to enable content contributions

Report problems you encounter when you’re reading or editing 
Wikipedia in your language



Thank you!
May 7: 10:45-11:15 
Best Practices on the Design of Translation
Pau Giner, David Chan and Santhosh Thottingal

May 8: 14:15-15:00

Panel 1: Using Wikipedia for multilingual web content analytics 
across 287 languages.

May 8: 15:30-16:15

Panel 2: Growing Wikipedia editing with intelligent multi-language 
suggestion lists for article translation as well as other techniques and 
tools.


